
Alice in Wonderland Questions
1. What does Alice do while she is falling? Tick two.

   She talks to Dinah the cat.
   She thinks about the rabbit.
   Alice eats orange marmalade.
   She wonders if she will fall through the Earth.

2. Number the events from 1-4 to show the order that they happened.  

   Alice hopes that someone has fed Dinah.
   Alice looks inside a cupboard.
   Alice chases the rabbit.
   Alice starts to fall asleep.

3. Which word best completes this sentence? Tick one. 
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   confused
   uninjured
   bewildered
   hurt

4. Draw three lines to match each action to the character who completes it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

sleeps on Alice’s bed Alice

disappears when Alice 
turns a corner the rabbit

asks the same question 
several times Dinah
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5. Why doesn’t Alice think that she will mind falling down stairs any more? 

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                     

6. Look at the paragraph beginning Before long… 
Find and copy one word or phrase which shows that Alice was beginning 
to fall asleep. 

                                                                                                                                                     

7. What is strange about Alice’s reaction to her long fall? 
Explain your answer. 

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                     

8. Describe Alice’s character. Explain your answer. 
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Alice in Wonderland Answers
1. What does Alice do while she is falling? Tick two.

   She talks to Dinah the cat.
   She thinks about the rabbit.
   Alice eats orange marmalade.
   She wonders if she will fall through the Earth.

2. Number the events from 1-4 to show the order that they happened.  

�    Alice hopes that someone has fed Dinah.
�    Alice looks inside a cupboard.
�    Alice chases the rabbit.
�    Alice starts to fall asleep.

3. Which word best completes this sentence? Tick one. 
*;8A��?<68�?4A7F
�F;8�<Fw 

   confused
   uninjured
   bewildered
   hurt

4. Draw three lines to match each action to the character who completes it. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

sleeps on Alice’s bed Alice

disappears when Alice 
turns a corner the rabbit

asks the same question 
several times Dinah
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5.  Why doesn’t Alice think that she will mind falling down stairs any more? 
�668CG�4AFJ8EF�J;<6;�E898E�GB��?<68�ABJ�58<A:�HF87�GB�94??<A:
�FH6;�4F�
Alice does not think that she will mind falling down stairs any more 
because she has been falling for so long that she is now used to it.

6. Look at the paragraph beginning Before long… 
Find and copy one word or phrase which shows that Alice was beginning 
to fall asleep. 
(just) slipping (into a dream)

7. What is strange about Alice’s reaction to her long fall? 
Explain your answer. 
#HC<?Fn�BJA�E8FCBAF8F
�FH6;�4F��G�<F�FGE4A:8�G;4G��?<68�<F�ABG�F64E87�
G;4G�F;8�<F�94??<A:���AFG847�B9�58<A:�F64E87
�F;8�<F�?BB><A:�4EBHA7�4A7�
G4><A:�=4EF�B9�BE4A:8�@4E@4?478�Bś�G;8�F;8?9�

8. Describe Alice’s character. Explain your answer. 
#HC<?Fn�BJA�E8FCBAF8F
�FH6;�4F���G;<A>��?<68�<F�6?8I8E�5864HF8�F;8�
>ABJF�45BHG�:8B:E4C;L����4?FB�G;<A>�G;4G�F;8�<F�5E4I8�5864HF8�F;8�
doesn’t seem frightened about falling a really long way. 
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